Strengthening each other's recovery, reducing each other's recidivism, creating each other's hope.

Less stability than originally anticipated

Staggered Starting Points

Slower starting; better prepared to get going

Complex presenting issues persist

Evidence Based Responsive Gender

Less stability than originally anticipated

Staggered Starting Points

Slower starting; better prepared to get going

Complex presenting issues persist

Introduction of 'time out'

September 2016

Redesign of the 'rolling 6 Week Introductory

December 2016

Key working and 3-way meetings

March 2017

Introduction of 'time out'

May 2017

Peer mentoring of 6 week group

August 2017

Peer work in Tocshia Centre

October 2017

Peers speak at Human Rights Conference

November 2017

Interim Evaluation

2018 Conquer the World

Launch of BRIO Literature

2016 B.R.I.O.

Strengthening each other's recovery, reducing each other's recidivism, creating each other's hope.